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FROM A HOUSE
TO OUR HOME, AND BACK AGAIN:
THE RHODE ISLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY
AND THE JOHN BROWN HOUSE

…The Rhode Island Historical Society has so outgrown the present building...that it has almost
outgrown its usefulness to its members and to the public. Its name now stands for…a dingy dark
overcrowded lair of genealogists where little could be seen, found or examined by the visiting
school children or the visiting student of history. The society was…losing the purpose of its being. 1
To Miller and many others, the issue at hand was the practical one of finding more accommodating
and salubrious space. Clarence Brigham, Director of the American Antiquarian Society, had
been solicited by the Special Committee to consider the merits of the acquisition. His concerns
were also mainly practical. He wrote,
In June of 1941, with war devastating Europe and the United States
feeling increasingly beleaguered but also more and more confident
in its cohesive strength and national identity, John Nicholas Brown
offered to donate the historic John Brown House to be the ‘home’
of the Rhode Island Historical Society. This offer, by a collateral
descendant of John Brown, the larger-than-life Providence merchant
who built the house in 1786-1788, energized the Society into forming
a Special Committee to investigate this intriguing possibility. Since
1844 the Society had occupied a small but well-designed building
called the ‘Cabinet,’ which it had built on Waterman Street near
the Brown University campus. Though enlarged in 1891, the Cabinet
building was long perceived to have been inadequate for the
organization’s expanding needs. In a letter of September 27, 1941
Society member William Davis Miller urged that the offer of the
John Brown House be accepted, and he gave these reasons:

BY BERNARD FISHMAN, Executive Director

The house itself is one of the most famous historical buildings in New England…[and is]
undoubtedly the finest early house in Rhode Island…It is peculiarly adapted to the needs of
a historical society because of its numerous large rooms, with opportunity to shelve special
collections separately….I know of no other historic mansion in New England as well adapted to
the preservation of books, papers and especially museum material. 2
Quickly, however, there developed stirrings of emotional longing ranging far beyond space
planning. Another advisor, Alexander Wall, Director of the New York Historical Society,
informed the committee:
Historical societies everywhere should awaken the people to their heritage of American
democracy. They have the records but have made far too little use of the data they preserve.
To do this and introduce to the people of the state the great usefulness of your Society, the
Brown House offers splendid facilities…The acceptance of the Brown House would be a long
step forward in bringing to life a pleasant but sleepy Society…. 3

Left: The John Brown House c. 1880s, (RHi X3 5302); Right: Detail of mural, “Washington’s Inauguration,” 1936, Nancy McClelland, in the John Brown House
Museum (RHi X17 373); Detail, Marsden Perry’s butler’s pantry, c. 1902, JBH (RHi X 17 374).
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The Special Committee voted to recommend acceptance of Brown’s
offer, and on December 9, 1941 the Society members met and agreed
unanimously, voting also to sell the Cabinet building to Brown
University. Smoke was still rising from Battleship Row in Pearl
Harbor when Col. H. Anthony Dyer, a past president of the Society,
expressed the sentiment of the meeting:
In these confused times, no better lesson can be offered to modern
society than the presentation of a real old Providence house which has
stood for those New England loyalties that have made us what we are. 4
In a few short months the John Brown House had ceased to represent
a mere opportunity to find a more useful home for the Society, and
had also become a symbol of American and particularly New England
tradition and virtue, as well as a means to revitalize the Society itself.
The John Brown House did have twice the raw space of the old Cabinet
building, but in deciding to move, the Society gave up its exhibition
area and its lecture and program spaces in the Cabinet, and it could not,
because of the layout of the house, replace these comparably in the
new location. In addition, the annual cost to operate and staff the John
Brown House ($13,910 in 1942) was about 25% higher than it had been
to manage the Cabinet building. Choosing the special values of local
and national traditions in this case came with a certain additional price,
and propelled the Society in the new direction of trying to live up to
the emotional qualities that the John Brown House was felt to represent.
While conscious of the house’s particular patriotic virtues, for a time
the Society could do little to honor them, given that the house was
initially used mainly for collections storage, administrative uses, and
to provide living quarters for a couple acting as caretakers of the
building. In 1947 a longer-term solution to the problem of the
added expense was approached by trying to create a fund for the
permanent support of the house. The promotional material for
this first John Brown House campaign makes clear what the house
meant to the Society. Money needed to be raised for the house
Because of its architectural value as the outstanding example of
federalist architecture in this country and because of the prominent
connections John Brown…and its other owners…have had with the
glorious history of our state.…The remarkable beauty of the house and
its value as a historical and architectural monument are objects of
pride to the people of the community. 5

The event that allowed the Society to act on its desire to promote the house as a grand
historical monument and not only as the home of the Society came in 1963, when the Society
purchased a former public library building on Hope Street, several blocks east of the John Brown
House. To this building the Society soon moved all its books, archives, and paper collections.
In a July, 1963 insert included in Rhode Island History, Society president George Davis
celebrated the new purchase, in terms that made the John Brown House sound like the
degraded warren the Cabinet had been only 20 years before. Davis called the library acquisition
…a real milestone….It gives us elbow room to develop John Brown House to its full potential
as a fitting showplace of our state’s history….No longer will John Brown House have to act as
headquarters, museum, meeting place and library at the same time, with one function
inhibiting the other…now our John Brown House, relieved of tons of shelving, books, and
papers crowding its rooms, can regain its original spaciousness – beauty – charm. We hope
to furnish it with really fine eighteenth-century Rhode Island furniture….It may well become
the premier museum house in the United States. 6

Above: Female figure in the informal, or family, front parlor, JBH c. 2009 (RHi X17 375). Below: Detail of wallpaper c. 1790, reproduced c. 1970, in informal
front parlor, JBH (RHi X17 372).
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For the next five years the Society strove to realize this vision.
Exhibits of original 18th century furniture were held in the house,
some pieces of that period were acquired for permanent display,
and many more secured for extended loan. Some furnishings
directly associated with John Brown’s family were donated or
included in loans. In 1968 the ‘John Brown House Committee’ was
charged with a
…fundamental rethinking of John Brown House, and will work room
by room to bring it back to the way it looked at the time John Brown
was involved with it, between 1786 and 1803. 7
Some good efforts were expended to determine original paint colors,
investigate woodwork and physically remove later accretions and
additions, while adding carefully researched restorations. Also in
1968 the eroded marble busts of ‘Summer’ (Persephone) and ‘Winter’
(Hades) were removed from their pedestals atop the main front
entrance gate and placed inside for their future protection, with the
intention that they would be replaced with replicas (something not
accomplished for another 40 years). The smothering ivy was pulled
from the walls. Plans, never realized, were made to build a small
lecture hall and exhibit space adjacent to the house. In referring
to the interpretive plans and new room arrangements, the January
1968 issue of Rhode Island History announced:
The new installation…is in accordance with the inventories of
the period.…The whole house has taken on a more open, airy
quality, while achieving at the same time the strength and clarity
it should have. The architectural elements begin to take a
prominent role in organizing the rooms, focusing them with their
decorative elements. 8

Left: The John Brown House Museum, RIHS, 2009 (RHi X17 376). Right: John Brown House, headquarters of the RIHS, c. 1968, (RHi X3 369).
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Certainly, all this excellent energy was expended in turning the
John Brown House into a museum of 18th century Rhode Island
architectural and decorative arts. There was little room in this
presentation for social or domestic history, for political or economic
history, for the extensive personal stories of John Brown, his family,
or others who lived in the house, or for investigations of the lives
of slaves, servants, women, and those whose places in historical annals were small. It was a very narrow slice of the Rhode
Island past that was being interpreted, and perhaps a chilly one
with so little human presence among the items of finely-polished
mahogany furniture. Yet the effort was earnest and serious, and
recognized that the John Brown House could be a vehicle for
communicating something of the values and facts of historical
experience. Regrettably, this admirable outlook was not built
upon further, and with the advent of a new Society administration
the John Brown House remained a decorative arts museum, but
a slowly deteriorating one, missing many of the advances
in scholarship, historiography and museum management that
occurred over the next 35 years.
Society President Davis had himself written in 1963 that
History is not static, but its proper preservation and presentation is
a dynamic thing. 9
Yet within a few years the momentum for dynamic or progressive
change at the John Brown House had stalled. Society Director
Albert T. Klyberg wrote in the May 1975 issue of Rhode
Island History,
Proposals to install a museum wing and lecture hall at the John
Brown House had floundered…by reason of difficulties in attaching
anything of size to house or property…without diminishing
architectural features or spatial grandeur of setting. To redesign
John Brown House…was out of the question – expensive period
room settings were and are too good to change. There’s no place to
store things – elaborate interior detail does not lend itself to being
anonymous gallery space....We had painted ourselves into a rather
elaborate eighteenth-century corner which we rather liked anyway,
and our answers had to lie elsewhere. 10

The Society, in fact, never found those answers elsewhere, although the 1974 acquisition by
gift of the late 19th century U.S. Senator Nelson Aldrich’s city mansion at last restored the
organization’s capacity to adequately host lectures and events. The John Brown House itself
sank into a gentle neglect which over 25 years accelerated relentlessly while the exhibits
and their interpretation remained static. The bicentennial of the house in 1986 did provoke
some renewed attention, and a helpful campaign was organized that raised some additional
endowment money to support the building. But the basic difficulty was that the broader,
more inclusive historical interpretations the Society began to explore in its small temporary
exhibitions were never applied to the John Brown House itself, which remained largely
remote from inspiration by new historical knowledge and fresh considerations of the place
of house museums in public education.

Left: Detail of light fixture in second floor bathroom added by Marsden J. Perry, JBH, c. 1902; Right: Artistic representation of Abigail Brown on grand
staircase, JBH, 2009. Photos by Stacey Renee Morrison, 2009.
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By the end of the 20th century the John Brown House had, for
a generation, lost its place as a core interpretative engine for the
Society and indeed as a central focus for the Society’s activities,
except for those related directly to tourism. The vitality it did retain
was supplied by a devoted group of docent guides. But, at last,
that situation was about to change. The fundamental motivation for
change was a new administration, bringing with it new professional
staff who recognized the special value of the house as a portal to
the public conveyance of vibrant historical meaning. The immediate
reason for reconsideration, however, was the clearly failing physical
condition of the house. By 2005-2006, when a series of condition
and assessment reports on the building was commissioned, leaks
had run through many parts of the house and were beginning to
appear in the period room displays. The building needed the repair
or rebuilding or replacement of nearly every inch of the exterior,
including roofs, drainage systems, brickwork, stonework, decorative
woodwork and windows. On the inside the main staircase was
failing structurally, safety mechanisms were outmoded, electrical,
plumbing and mechanical systems were in need of refurbishment,
and collections were being relentlessly degraded by overexposure
to sunlight and by the lack of effective environmental devices to
provide cooling and humidity control. The Society thereupon
undertook the largest single effort in its institutional history,
raising about $2.4 million, in several stages, to restore the John
Brown House, including the installation of its first full system of
climate control. As of this writing it appears that another year or
more will be needed to complete the whole restoration effort, but
the house is now in better condition, and safer for collections and
people, than at any other time since the Society acquired it in 1941.
Of equal importance is the exciting new research and educational
interpretation which has once again turned the house into a
stimulating and engaging place to visit and to learn from, and also
the vast improvements in caring for and documenting collections
on display and in storage. While architectural and decorative history
will always be part of what the house conveys, it is now primarily a
place to learn about people, and how people have made and
contributed to history. Prominent within this new emphasis is the
retelling, with important new information, of the life in his house
of John Brown and of the lives of his family and his descendants,

as well the involvement of the later owners of this famous building. The historically incomplete
and sometimes shadowy figures of the women in the house, and of servants and slaves, are
now more in evidence. In this way John Brown’s house, which became for a quarter of a
century the only home of the Rhode Island Historical Society, has gloriously returned to
being a house again, and a house museum with many historical tales to tell.
It was therefore a fitting sign and signature of the changed attitudes, new energies, and a
renewed John Brown House when on November 12, 2008 restored replicas of the original
busts of ‘Summer’ and ‘Winter’ were replaced on their long-empty pedestals atop the gate
leading to Providence’s first mansion. After a span of forty years, the original intent to replace
the figures was honored, and the human faces of the guardians of the ancient house once
again looked over Power Street, suggesting to the knowing eye that humanity had again been
brought to the house, and brought inside it as well. And perhaps again at the quiet stroke of
midnight, as neighborhood children were told when the John Brown House was new, those
two figures bow to each other, and mark the passing of another day.

Left: Welcoming a crowd at the gates of JBH, c. 2009 (RHi X17 377); Right: “Winter” and “Summer” busts recreated and installed in 2008, JBH.
Photo by Nick Deschenes.
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THE BEST LAID PLANS
HOUSE AND MYTH BUILDING
AT 52 POWER’S LANE

Years ago a placard was put on the front of the John Brown House stating that the architect of
the building was John’s brother Joseph. A professor of experimental philosophy at the College
of Rhode Island (now Brown University), Joseph designed or helped to design significant
buildings still on the Providence landscape, such as the First Baptist Church, University Hall
at Brown, and his own home, which became the headquarters of the Bank of Providence, on
South Main Street. He died in 1785 however, after having suffered a series of strokes over the
preceding years — a year before ground was broken for John Brown’s new home in 1786 and
three years before its completion in 1788. Although popular lore suggests that Joseph had a
hand in the design and construction of the John Brown House, the lack of historic records, and
his death, leads us to believe that he was not the primary architect of this great house.
By the time the New Republic of the United States of America
was formed in 1787, John Brown of Providence was one of the
wealthiest and most powerful men in Rhode Island. He lived with
his wife Sarah, and their four surviving children: James, Abigail
(Abby), Sarah (Sally), and Alice, in a large townhouse on the old
Brown family plot on Towne Street, now known as South Main
Street. But in the late 1780s, John Brown wanted a manse that
would make more of a statement about his position and power,
and thus began planning for a new home on Power’s Lane.

So who did design this giant dwelling, the house that John Quincy Adams would come to call
“the most magnificent mansion” he had seen on this continent? What we know so far is that most
of the designing and planning involved not just John Brown, but his son James and his soonto-be son-in-law John Francis, with the extended Francis family of Philadelphia weighing in
heavily. We begin with a trip that James Brown and John Francis took on John Brown’s behalf.
This jaunt north through Boston and up to Portsmouth, New Hampshire was, ostensibly, for
James B. and John F. to scout out the ports and look in on John Brown’s various shipping and
fishing fleets. On the way, however, they took some time to visit, and measure, the grand houses
of other wealthy New Englanders, such as that of Colonel Jeremiah Lee of Marblehead.

BY C. MORGAN GREFE, P
 h.D., Director, Newell D. Goff Center
for Education and Public Programs

Left: Detail, c. 1790-1800 door knocker on front door of JBH, 2009 (RHi X17 378); Right: The John Brown House Museum from the southwest corner,
RIHS, 2009 (RHi X17 379).
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John Francis wrote in his diary in October of 1786:
But from hence [Lynn] to Marblehead poverty and Wretchedness
are alone visible – This small fishing town is from 15 to 20 miles NE
of Boston on an exceedingly good harbor, it contains from 400 to
500 houses, mostly out of Repair, there is one elegant building late
of the property of Colonel Lee, who built it. The front is 64 by 45
[feet] and the Entry thro’ the middle 17 [feet]. The Stair Case 7 [feet]
and the Banisters of Mahogany. The House is Elegantly paper’d in
the Fashion from England and made on purpose for it. The Large
room is 20 by 27 feet, the Chimney piece is elegantly adorn’d with a
painting of Copeley’s representing Queen Esther, the Marble White
Italian on the whole it is as Superb if not more so than any House I
have yet seen in North America.….1
From reports back to Providence it appears that these two young
men acted as architectural consultants to John Brown. And it seems
that Brown was very interested in making sure that his home
resembled those of the most esteemed men of the new nation,
even if that meant creating a house that combined elements of the
new Early Adams Style and the older Georgian Style.
For further assistance in the construction of this building, John
Brown turned to his partner and soon-to-be son-in-law’s father,
Tench Francis, for advice. In the late spring of 1786, Francis wrote
to his son and John Brown:
The prices of window glass in New York are much higher than here.
I have forbid your friends making a purchase. After hunting the city
over for your sizes I found a person who had by him a vast quantity
of Bristol Crown in sheets, who has contracted to supply your full
quantity — say 550 lights at 3/shilling 12 by 18. 250 lights @ 1/10 _
[shillings & pence] 12 x 12…2
While our grammatical tradition allows us to state that John Brown
built this house between 1786 and 1788, it is more accurate to
state that John Brown had this house built during those years. It is
unlikely that John Brown, himself, helped in the actual construction
and few records have been found on the specifications on the
erection of this building. Yet, from looking at similar records of the
time, it seems likely that most labor was done by skilled craftsmen

from throughout the northeast, and these workers could have been of European, African or
Native American descent — or mixtures thereof. If the construction of this home resembles
that of University Hall built just up the road, then it is likely that slave labor was used in the
construction. These may have included slaves owned by the Brown family, but it also likely
incorporated the work of men owned by others who sent their enslaved workers to toil off the
debts of their owners, enslaved peoples of this period often being skilled craftspeople.
Tench Francis spoke of the glass for this structure, and to be sure, its brick was another
impressive cost for such a grand façade, yet it is in the interior that a stark reminder of the
Browns’ and Rhode Island’s business in the provisioning and triangular trade should not go
unnoticed: mahogany. The gorgeous mahogany of the House’s details, so exquisitely present
in the grand staircase, grew in the Caribbean and South America. Planters clearcut stands of
mahogany to create fields for slave-tended sugarcane, and importers from places like Rhode
Island brought the precious wood to our shores so that expert craftsmen could carve it into
shapes of their will. It is a beautiful, but poignant physical reminder of a disturbing past.

Above: Front hall of the John Brown House Museum, RIHS, 2009 (RHi X17 381); Below: Detail of carved squirrel on plinth over mantel in informal front parlor,
JBH, RIHS, 2009 (RHi X17 380).
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But in 1788, the mahogany, and even the provisioning trade, was not
so disturbing to the upper classes of the New Republic. Instead,
they reveled in the spectacle that was John Brown’s house on the
hill. It did, indeed, attract the attention for which the patriarch so
wished. In 1788 a young Philadelphia woman of means, Susan Lear,
came to visit Rhode Island and Boston for the summer. Although
she was the guest of brother Nicholas Brown on Towne Street, she
of course visited the most talked about house in the city:
Tuesday 27th this morning walked out to see the most elegant
building in america built by john brown. It is situated on a very
high hill and commands a prospect of the town and country for
many miles with a delightful view of the river. The house is very
large and furnished in a most extravagant manner. ‘Tis built after a
plan of some of the noblemen’s seats in england and far surpasses
any I have seen. 3
Although the John Brown House’s exterior was inspired by English
fashions, it’s interior decoration was more influenced by French
style. The wallpaper now in the first floor of the museum is a
replica of the French paper John Brown ordered in the 1780s.
Another continental addition is that of the marble busts. These
busts, from the city of Versailles, came with no small effort from
John Francis. After a delay of a few years, because of the birth of
his children and problems with his health, John Francis headed
to England and then to France in 1792. Part of his charge was
to obtain busts for 52 Power Street. And, although it is always
imperative to have the best statuary available, Francis’s trip deep
into the French Revolution for the sake of interior decoration is
one of the most entertaining family endeavors ever recorded. Thus,
in addition to a very graphic diary and letters home to his dear
Abby, these likenesses of deities, as we know the busts to be, are
our reminders of this adventure.
Not every part of John Brown’s house, however, remains for visitors
to see. Vast changes have been made to the interior by the Brown
family and subsequent owners, such as the Gammells and Perrys.
These later owners made the greatest structural changes,
and may have destroyed evidence of an enduring Providence
legend: the tunnels under College Hill. The story has it that

these tunnels are “slave tunnels” used by traders after slave trading became illegal
and later were part of the Underground Railroad during the nineteenth century.
Neither of these stories is true. In fact, the slave trade in Rhode Island was made
illegal, but slavery was not (though a gradual emancipation act was passed in 1784).
There was no need to sneak enslaved people around in nearly impossibly large tunnels.
And, if sneaking were necessary for any reason, there are easier ways than going
subterranean. Sadly, too, the Underground Railroad stories are greatly exaggerated.
In fact, the existence of only about a dozen stops of the Underground Railroad has
ever been verified in the entire state.

Left: Detail of wooden blocks used by John Brown Francis in second-floor, southeast chamber JBH, RIHS, 2009 (RHi X17 382); Right: Brown family china in
dining room with reproduction wallpaper of 1790s, JBH. Photo by Stacy Renee Morrison, 2009.
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Ambiguous information from years past has contributed to the lore
of John Brown’s underground slave tunnels. The famed French
social reformer, refugee and diarist Le Duc de La RochefoucauldLiancourt visited Providence in the 1790s and commented on the
public works funded by Brown, stating that, “In one part of the
town he has accomplished things that, even in Europe, would
appear considerable.”4 One achievement he notes is that Brown
opened a passage to the waterfront. From what he writes, it seems to
have been a passage from the hill to the waterfront at India Point.
The use of the passage and its size is not mentioned. In 1901 Marsden
Perry, who had just purchased the mansion, hired an architect to
oversee renovations of the structure. It was a plumber who found the
tunnels under the house. They were large enough, according to the
plumber, for two men to crawl through. The architect was emphatic
that these were drainage tunnels used to combat the constant basement
flooding in the area. The plumber disagreed, but offered no other
explanation. Vague recollections such as these have helped to
create a legend of tunnels winding under the hills to convey people.5
A little digging has revealed, however, that there was no mystery for
Rochefoucauld-Liancourt when he arrived. It would have been obvious
to him, as it was to anyone who saw the project, that these were in fact
large drainage tunnels. John Brown, it seems, did not consider the
runoff water issues of this property before the construction of his
mansion. But afterward, the flooding and pooling of water was a
constant nuisance. Upon hearing that a relative, Edward Dexter, was
about to build a house in the area, Brown sent a multi-page diatribe
describing and deriding the hill’s drainage, using his own unique spelling:
….I assure You that the Street too it will Ever be a whet Muddy Way, the
Natural Springs being Such that can not be got Clear of Neither above
nor below Ground, I have Experienced sum what a simmuler Springy
place tho not one Quarter So whet Viz at the S.W. Corner of My Lot
or Garden below my House….I have a Drain from under the wall of my
Seller that goes Down by her house [Mrs. Spaulding’s] and a Drain on the
Upperside of the Street below my Garden Wall Quite from the North
part of her Lott, or Directly Opposite, till it Emtys in to the Main Drain
that floes Down the Hill, Yet if you please to Observe there is a Very whet
Muddy place almost all Seasons below the S.W. part of my Garden… 6
And there you have it, a man so obsessed with the drainage of
this “springy” place that his drains were the envy of the French
aristocracy and are now the stuff of legends.

Left: RIHS Museum Collections storeroom, JBH, 2003 (RHi X17 407); Right: Artistic representation of Abigail Brown on stairs at west-side entrance, JBH
2009. Photo by Stacy Renee Morrison, 2009.
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A FAMILY OF LETTERS
WORDS FROM WITHIN THE BROWN FAMILY

John Brown’s house at 52 Power’s Lane was an impressive structure
for its time. Its lines still bespeak the refinement of the period and
wealth of its owners. Yet an impressive house does not make a
home; the people who dwell within it do. And this building, now a
museum, was once a home filled with love and spirit and squabbles,
like any other home, big or small. In fact, while the adage states,
“the past is a foreign country, they did things differently there,” the
saying does not necessarily apply to families. Mothers and fathers
cared for their children and were annoyed by their sometimes
thoughtless actions and ingratitude. Brothers looked out for their
little sisters and children chaffed at the bit as they began to move
beyond their parents’ protective orbit.
The following pages invite you to be a historical voyeur into the
thoughts of the Brown family in ways that only their most intimate
associates had access. You will read the words, perhaps in quiet
moments, hear the voices of a father tirelessly attempting to mold
his son, a young woman fighting for her love, and families learning
how to say goodbye to children too soon.

BY C. MORGAN GREFE, P
 h.D., Director, Newell D. Goff Center
for Education and Public Programs

John and Sarah Brown had four children who survived to adulthood: James, Abigail (Abby),
Sarah (Sally), and Alice. James never married, but all of his sisters had families that continue
to thrive into the twenty-first century. Those branches off the family tree are the Francis,
Herreshoff, and Mason families. These are their words and their world. 1

Left: Female figure at pianoforte, informal front parlor, JBH c. 2009 (RHi X17 384); Above right: Informal front parlor with male figure, JBH, 2009
(RHi X17 385); Below right: Second-floor, southwest bedchamber with adult and child figure, JBH, 2009 (RHi X 17 386).
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BECOMING A MAN
Having no formal education himself, John Brown made sure that all
of his children, both male and female, received the best schooling
available to them. James attended the College of Rhode Island,
the school that would become Brown University, but when it closed
because of the War for Independence, James left for Harvard.
With his degree and pedigree, John held that his son could do
anything in the world. But, by 1782 it appears that this proud father
would be happy if his son just did something:
…For my part i wish you to do that which will be most for your good
acquaintance with mankind & with more parts of the world than
one is necessary to enable a man to cut a figure in life. And every
man is born for some purpose or other. I have an anxious desire that
you should be a useful member of society in some sphere or other.
As you do not incline to that of a merchant so much as to spend your
time in that branch. The law or physic does not engross your attention.
The statesmen, therefore, is what i wish you to be.
You have an education, and may probably have a considerable
fortune if heaven doeth not lift her rod against us. Why should you
not give part of your time to the public? It’s a duty the man of wealth
and ability owes his fellow men….2

Left: Detail of male figure with globe in informal front parlor, JBH, 2009 (RHi X17 387); Right: Figure representing a servant child in formal front parlor, JBH,
2009 (RHi X17 388).
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MAKING A MATCH
On January 1, 1788 John and Sarah Brown’s eldest daughter, Abigail,
or Abby, married John Francis of Philadelphia. The joining of the
first family of Providence with one of the most influential lines of
Philadelphia was an occasion marked by not just a ceremony, but
also by more than one reception. While the thoughts of Abby and
John Francis on this occasion have yet to be found, we know from
the records of two bridesmaids, the details of the grand events.
Anna Bowen, a bridesmaid, narrated some of the evening’s events
in a letter to her friend, Abigail Goddard:
The Ball was given at the new house which is almost finished, as yet,
they had not any furniture in it, they only sent a dozen or two of the
chairs, and for the rest we had long benches covered with green cloth
which looked extremely well. You know the East end of the house is
divided into unequal rooms, as those below are unfinished, we
danced in the above rooms, and a merrier crew, I never laughed with.
We behaved [with] decorum until about eleven and then we set down
to a good substantial supper of meats and chocolate. After which
somebody proposed an entout Jigg. I forgot who began it, but a ring
was instantly formed around the actors and every creature that never
cut a caper before now tried the suppleness of their feet. Mr. Brown,
brother Jabez, Col. Tillinghast, Mr. Benson and in short everybody
cut out somebody, never were such shouts, such bursts, such
exclamations as when the older gentlemen or the novices stepped
in, they were in a moment surrounded by girls who was struggling
to dance nearest to them as true a husking frolic as ever you saw. 3
Though John Brown was pleased with the union of his eldest daughter,
Abby, the matches his other children made were not always so agreeable. John’s youngest daughter Alice took up with a distant cousin,
James Brown Mason. Although he was a charming man, his intentions
were not trusted by family and friends. Sally Brown’s future husband,
Charles Frederick Herreshoff, had some of the harshest words to share:
…I have only seen mrs ward yet, she told me she had been disturbed
the night before by a terrible dream….It was nothing less than
that alice was engaged to m. She thinks it one of the greatest
misfortunes that could happen to your family and she says it is no

secret now that a. Is attached to him, but that it is generally believed he will succeed in his
intrigue….I pity our beloved a. If passion has made her blind to the views and ungenerous
designs of a man whose character is so unlike her own. 4
Alice was attached to Mason, and, in fact married him within the year—giving birth to their first
child just one day after their nuptials. We can see in the above letter that Herreshoff feels very
attached and concerned for the family, yet John Brown did not readily approve of this match
for his middle daughter. But this time, it was for a lack of fortune, not character.
Son James proved to be an altogether different sort of challenge. He, too, did not make
matches of which his father approved, but instead of fighting, he simply did not marry. After
letters of advice about picking a suitable young lady while away on his tour to the mid-Atlantic,
on February 18, 1783, a worried father had this to say to his son, now a Harvard graduate:
Your Marr & sister from what they have heard are Considerable uneasy for Fear you have Fixed
your Affections on a Lady Considerably older than yourself, as for my Own part I cannot suppose
you so Imprudent…a Lady 4 or 5 Years older than Yourself will probably be Wurn out & Bowed
Down & as Round Backt as a Monkey by the time you are Middle Aged and perhaps in the prime
of Life, Depend upon it I will never give my Consent for you to Marry any Lady in the Universe that
is Older than Yourself, but any number of years Under, from One to Ten years, I shall not be Difficult. 5

Above left: Detail of reproduction 1790s wallpaper now in the dining room of JBH, 2009; Below left: Seated figure wearing cashmere shawl holding needlepoint
in second-floor, northeast bedchamber, JBH 2009. Photo by Stacy Renee Morrison, 2009; Right: Looking from the dining room into the formal front parlor, JBH,
2009, with figures (RHi X17 389).
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PASSING
It is as true in the past as it is in the present, that we often see
individuals most clearly when confronting a loss. This was certainly
the case in the Brown family, and perhaps most for John and Sarah’s
eldest daughter, Abby. Abby Brown and John Francis’s beautiful
wedding and receptions could not overshadow the many medical
difficulties in this little family. From letters, it appears that Francis
was ill for most of his life with a stomach disorder. Fearful for his
health, his loved ones were always seeking new treatments and
a more restful life for him. But, as we learn in Abby’s diaries, her
connubial bliss was short-lived after the loss of two daughters and
her husband. Her writing conveys sentiments as if they were penned
two weeks, not two hundred years ago.
[Nov 4, 1796] My dear unfortunate friend [John Francis] died the
4th this Tuesday. I follow’d his remains to the burying ground. While
my memory can recall that last scene I shall pray that it may please
God to grant me that sweet tranquility which so evidently appear’d
to possess his mind.
[May 30, 1798] And I unthinking Mortal am now instead of being
occupied with the transactions of my beloved children reduced to
the sad task of relating the circumstances of my first born[’s] death.
Oh God little indeed was I prepared for this stroke….Alas the sun
shine of my days is certainly past[.] If I ever taste any accept [sic]
a transient ray of comfort it is more than I expect. On the 20th of
May 1798 on Sunday Night at half past one the most belovd & best
of children breathd her last sigh. 6
It was not only Abby who felt the effects of losing a daughter. In this
home, children were beloved gifts for the whole family, and in this
case, Abby’s brother, James, now living at 52 Power Street, also:
The lovely angel sleeps in peace. Storms and temp[es]ts can’t
o’ertake thee more. 7
The passing of a parent, though certainly more expected than that
of a child, is never easy. When John Brown, a major figure in the
town of Providence and especially in the lives of this family, died
in 1803, the community turned out at this funeral, but on a more
personal note, his family shared these sweet sentiments.

James chronicled the events of the evening:
My father John Brown was born January 27th, 1735/6. He expired September 20th-1803, aged
67, 7 months, 13 days.
He went out two days before his death, and on the Afternoon & Eve on which he expired,
seemed better than he had been, particularly between 7 & 9 oclock his spirits were higher than
I had known them for many months. He laughed and took part with in a long conversation. at
9 oclk we left him for supper, at which time he went into bed, intervals of sleep intervened till
half past 10 ocl when my Mother & sister Francis sitting near perceived an alteration in his
breathing which did not alarm them thinking it was a sounder sleep. But now a shriek from
my Mother, with his last groan, reached our ears. a moment brot my Sister Sally and Brother
Herreshoff into his room where we beheld our departed parent. 8
There is no denying that the Brown family is extraordinary in many ways: their wealth, their
written records, their participation in some of the most famous and infamous activities of
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. It is for these extraordinary reasons, as well as the
beauty of the great house at 52 Power Street, that their stories are being told today. But,
within those words are the feelings of men and women like all others. Like us. Their laughter
and pain, their fate and choices, make their tales timeless and universal. They were, like all of
us, fathers, daughters, wives, and brothers. They were a family and this was their home.

Left: Artistic representation of Abigail Brown seated in informal front parlor, JBH; Right: Detail of tiles in second floor Perry bathroom, JBH. Photos by Stacey
Renee Morrison, 2009.
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IN OTHER ROOMS, OTHER TIMES
DOORWAYS TO THE PAST
IN THE JOHN BROWN HOUSE MUSEUM

physical presence, the Brown family is still, inevitably, represented by symbols: a chair, a table, an urn,
a shawl. These objects, their stories, and the stories of the people who used them, are fused. Each of
these objects is imbued with meanings and interpretations that have accreted to it over generations,
until it is no longer an example of a functional thing but has become something more.

One of the essential functions of a museum is the presentation
of the real, the authentic, object or artifact. Visitors come to the
John Brown House Museum expecting, among other things, to
discover the “real thing,” whether that is a “real” chair or a “real”
experience. In the house, surrounded by objects that represent
the height of late eighteenth and early nineteenth century style—
ball and claw tea tables, block-front chests with carved shells,
graceful silver vessels—the visitor knows at once that she has
stepped from the present into the past.
It is not always easy to force our eyes past the sheen of mahogany
or the silvered mirror of the past that reflects our perceptions
and prejudices to reach the people of the John Brown House, the
family, their lives, their words. Through the extensive use of diaries
and letters, we have brought the words and stories of the family
into the house, and although we use mannequins to suggest their

BY KIRSTEN HAMMERSTROM, D
 irector of Collections

At the John Brown House Museum, when we ask, “Is it real?” we often mean “Was it here? Was
that John Brown’s chair?” When the answer is Yes, there is a subtle shift in the experience. The chair
is not only an example of merchant-class seating in eighteenth century Providence (appropriate for
the time period and the house) but also specifically John Brown’s (native to the house, of the house),
a metonym for John Brown himself. The chair shifts from symbolizing wealth to symbolizing a specific
wealthy man. As this shift occurs, the experience of the chair moves temporally, from the past to the
present to a past we imagine in our presence.
We may wonder if a chair is always a chair, if an object loses some meaning when we cease to use it
in the way it was intended and display it instead. Objects in museum collections are no longer used:
no one sits in a chair, lounges on a sofa, drinks from a tea cup. With its functional aspects removed,
separated from activity, an object becomes purely objectified. This is most starkly revealed in
art museums and decorative arts museums when chairs, tea cups, tables, and other objects once
used in daily life are displayed in the abstract white box of a gallery. These objects, removed
from their context, are devoid of their sense of use as they become solely objects of beauty, adored
for the craftsmanship and artistry of their making, rather than what they once were: a place to sit, a
container for a drink, a place to work or eat.

Left: RIHS Museum Collections storeroom, JBH, 2003 (RHi X17 399); Right: Southeast parlor, JBH, 2006 (RHi X17 405).
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In historic house museums, objects occupy an uneasy middle place,
stranded between meanings. The paradox of the objects extends
to the house itself. No longer a home, although still furnished as
one, the John Brown House cannot provide an authentic context
of “home” in the absence of the Brown family, but is instead a
representation, almost an image, of time and place and family.
The house becomes a place for imagination as much as a place
for evidence.
The John Brown House makes demands of us, requires that we
acknowledge and respect its physical structure. As flexible as
the rooms are, and were, they impose their own restrictions.
Interpretation, to be effective, requires that we leave space for
people in the displays.
Separated from the furnished rooms by a railing, visitors make a
virtual leap across a barrier not only of mahogany, but also of time.
The visitor imagines herself immersed in the space, in a place in
time that looks very different from our own. It’s a place that looks
different not only because the objects, the furnishings, are so
different from ours but because the world literally looked
different to the people of the time. John Brown and his family
inhabited a world very different from ours. Colors had different
meanings, aesthetics different standards, beauty different forms.
Yet to emphasize the differences over the similarities is to do the
visitor and the house a disservice. The rooms of the house, their
arrangements and the stories we tell about them, must balance
these similarities and differences. We understand a family, but we
don’t know quite what that family was really like. We have their
house, their possessions, and we examine the evidence—objects,
documents, paintings—and from these physical things we begin to
picture the Browns themselves. This delicate tension between the
imagined past and the past that is present produces an experience
that engages the visitor with the house and with herself.

The chair stands in for John Brown, becomes part of how we imagine him. When we read John
Brown’s letters, we discover a man both shrewd and loving, a man of opinions and advice. Diaries
and letters record the warmth and joy of his family, his own playfulness, as well as his deep interest
in his world, political, social and mercantile.

We cannot gaze out across some limitless expanse of time to
spy the past, the denizens of the house waving through mists
beckoning us to join them in a world we half recognize. We’re stuck,
stranded on the shore of this moment, this place in time, confronted
with the corner chair John Brown ordered in 1760.

At the John Brown House Museum, the objects owned by the Brown family contain multiple
meanings, from the grand to the small, meanings embedded in the stories told about the objects and
in those stories the objects tell about themselves. Silver urns, Chinese export porcelains, mahogany
chairs all tell the story of John Brown, the wealthy merchant and the refinement he aspired to, but
they also tell stories of social rituals and gender roles, stories about a family, about people.

In his chair we can almost see the man, a hint of his physical presence in the wide embrace of the arms
with their finger-polished final scroll, the gentle depression where his elbow rested. The legs, masculine,
powerful, evoke a man of business and wealth. The chair’s significance lies somewhere between our
understanding of it as an example of craftsmanship and style and its metaphorical representation
of John Brown.1 The power of the chair is its ability to convey us beyond our own time to the past.2

Left: Southwest parlor reflected in looking glass on south wall, 2010 (RHi X17 402); Right: John Brown’s mahogany corner chair made by John Goddard in
1760. Bequest of Norman Herreshoff, 1990.36.1 (RHi X17 404).
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What stories does the Chippendale scalloped-top tea table tell?
One story is about craftsmanship: made by John Goddard of
Newport, the table, presumed to be part of John Brown’s wedding
furniture, was ordered in the summer of 1760.3 Some of the furniture,
including the tea table and a pair of corner or roundabout chairs
(of which the Rhode Island Historical Society owns one), was
delivered the September before John Brown married Sarah Smith
on November 27, 1760. 4 “In Federal Philadelphia, an individual’s
social status was increasingly dependent on merit and material
display instead of on family lineage or birth. Consequently, ‘taste’
in the fine and decorative arts functioned as a powerful indicator
of one’s gentility and thus membership in elite society.” 5
The table tells a story about a wedding, the beginning of a
household, a family, equipped with furniture both beautiful and
durable, but it also tells a story about use. The table is cracked: a
rift travels the ripples in the grain of a single mahogany slab, an
inherent vice exacerbated by the typical placement of a tea urn at
one end of the table. The base of the urn is denuded of its finish,
boiling water having done its job here as well: together, the table
and the urn tell a story of parties and rituals.
When the Browns moved into the new house on Power’s Lane, the
wedding furniture came with them to take up new positions in the
large, airy rooms of the house. Furniture was moved as needed
(indeed, the French word for furniture, meubles, connotes movable
goods or property in juxtaposition to immeubles, or real estate),
and the tea table moved from parlor to parlor according to need
and desire.6 Today we can still set the table with the silver urn and
tea pot, and with porcelain ordered by John Brown and carried to
Providence on the General Washington. We can imagine how the
blue-and-gold decorated porcelain ware clattered softly as tea bowls
slid into saucers, and the soft rustle of muslin gowns as young women
took their seats in shield-back chairs at a large tea party Alice Brown
held on Tuesday, January 3, 1797 to celebrate her 20th birthday. 7
In the portrait made by Francis Alexander of Sarah Brown near the
end of her life, she wears a cashmere shawl with a stylized floral
border. These shawls, hand-woven in Kashmir, assumed their groundand-border form between the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
Prized by Europeans fascinated with the East, the shawls were

desirable both for their warmth and their beauty. The Browns owned many shawls brought
to Providence on ships returning from the Orient; in 1791 John Brown paid £100 for a shawl
ordered by Sarah Brown and brought back on the General Washington. 8 Is that the shawl
in the painting? Is that this shawl, or that shawl, in the Society’s collection? For a lack of
description in the cargo manifest, we will never know exactly which shawl fulfilled the
order, but the story we tell about the shawl and the portrait help us give meaning to the
figure of Sarah Brown, who remains somewhat enigmatic compared to her husband and
children. Paradoxically, we can more fully imagine her daughters through their letters and
diaries, accessible in libraries and archives, than we can Sarah Brown. We create images of
Sarah through her daughters’ diaries, as Abby Brown Francis records, “Thursday [I] gave Ma
a little assistance in making pyes, an employment most agreeable [to] us indeed...” 9
The woman who made the “pyes” was 59, a quarter-century younger than the woman in the
painting, and yet because we have the painting, we are almost confined to imagining Sarah
Brown as permanently 87, though she was only 50 when the family moved into the house
on Power’s Lane. The power of images almost always supplants the power of objects or of
words, and we risk allowing Sarah Brown’s shawl to become a symbol of an old woman instead
of a woman of taste, and wealth, a woman who enjoyed the tactile qualities of the lush wool
gathered from Himalayan goats and woven into intricate designs over a period of at least
eighteen months.
The shawl for warmth and beauty, like the chair for utility and beauty, is much more than an
accessory: it is a doorway to the past, to the Brown’s world. 10

Left from top to bottom: Brown family tea urn and mahogany tea table in southwest parlor, JBH, 2006 (RHi X17 398); Detail of crack in tea table made by
John Goddard for John Brown in 1760. Bequest of John L. Sperry, 1973.4.10 (RHi X 17 403); Mrs. John (Sarah) Brown, oil on canvas by Francis Alexander
c. 1823. Gift of Mrs. John O. (Madeline) Ames, 1946.4.1 (RHi X17 400); Right: Detail of silk-embroidered cashmere shawl owned by Sarah Brown c. 1800.
Gift of Norman Herreshoff, 1984.28.2 (RHi X17 401).
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